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Town of Highland Beach
Reverse Osmosis Water
Treatment Plant
Author: David Ailstock, Chief Plant Operator, Highland Beach
and Troy Lyn, Globaltech, Inc.

Demographics and History

Remin CO2 Tank

The Highland Beach Reverse Osmosis Water Treatment Plant
(ROWTP) provides drinking water to the Town of Highland
Beach located on a barrier island in the southern portion of
eastern Palm Beach County. The Town encompasses 1.1 total
square miles and is bounded on the north and northwest by the
City of Delray Beach and on the south and southwest by the City
of Boca Raton. The Atlantic Ocean lies adjacent to the Town on
the east and the Intracoastal Waterway lies to the west. Highland
Beach is a residential community with a year-round population of
3,539 which increases to approximately 8,500 during the winter
months by residents who list their northern homes as their official
place of residence. Residents are composed of approximately
80% retirees and 20% persons employed or engaged in
business enterprises in Palm Beach and Broward Counties.

ROWTP Description
The ROWTP facilities currently consist of three Floridan
Aquifer raw water wells, scale inhibitor feed system, sulfuric
acid feed system, two 1-micon cartridge filters, three membrane
feed pumps, three reverse osmosis trains, degasification/off-gas
scrubber system, clearwell, product transfer pumps, carbon dioxide
feed system, Calflo (liquid lime) feed system, sodium hydroxide
feed system, sodium hypochlorite feed system, corrosion
inhibitor (zinc orthophosphate), and two shallow injection
wells for concentrate disposal. The membrane building houses
cartridge filters, chemical storage and feed systems, membrane
feed pumps, reverse osmosis membrane train equipment, an

Degas / Offgas scrubber system

operations control room, laboratory, electrical room,
and offices. The degasification/off-gas scrubber system
includes the degasifier, blowers, off gas scrubber odor
control system, and transfer pumps. Finished water is
stored in the 36,800-gallon degasifier clearwell, 300,000
ground storage tank (GST) and 500,000 elevated storage
tank (EST). The ROWTP is approved four-log disinfection
for virus as indicated in FAC 62-555-320 utilizing free
chlorine for 4-log disinfection and residual disinfection.

Continued on page 4 >

Message From The President

Dear SEDA Members,

It’s that time of year again. The pumpkin spice flavors are out at the coffee
shops, the shopping lines and the traffic is
picking up and some of our membership gets to take time off to spend with
their families while many others are at the plant
supporting operations, shut downs, cleanings, etc. to ensure that everyo
ne else has uninterrupted fantastic water supplies.
Thank you to each of the operators out there this year who will be on shift
as we go into the holiday season.
As many are noticing, we have the live SEDA app for our smartphones
and you can view photos from plant tours,
MOC schools, Tech Transfers, and maybe even a board meeting here
or there. The word we are getting back is that this
app is a nice tie in for our membership to see things across the territor
y. The app has been out for about five months and
10% of our membership has installed it. The Public Relations Comm
ittee asks for input regularly. If you have ideas,
please send them to Director Laura Gallindo (lgallindo@dow.com).
Speaking of it being “that time of year”, our membership renewals have
been mailed out Generally, our membership
will not see any difference in how this works. This year; however, for
membership Divisions 2 and 3 we are including
all members from a corporation on a single renewal invoice with curren
t members listed separately. If you have any
questions, please send your inquiries to admin@southeastdesalting.co
m.
During every board meeting someone asks the question on how to better
serve and represent the membership. This
question is answered differently depending on the topic at hand. The questio
n was recently asked while we were hearing
from our Legislative chair. The recurring theme is to join with other organi
zations when SEDA’s mission aligns with the
goals of other initiatives. Currently an ad hoc committee being led by
Director Littrell is working to align SEDA with an
initiative being pursued by both FSAWWA and Florida WaterReuse among
other organizations. More information will be
available if this becomes a viable area of support to the membership.
If you have ideas on how we can serve the membership, or if you are willing
to serve on a committee, please contact
a Board Member or the SEDA office.
While it seems a long time away, we are looking forward to spending June
2nd to the 5th in Daytona Beach, Florida as
we “Race into Membranes”. As with recent years, the program commi
ttee has been diligently working and on conference
calls weekly to coordinate with the hotel, speakers, moderators, plant
tour locations, and overall finalize the agenda and
topics for the week. At the same time, the committee is determining the
validity of a Fall Symposium in the NC/VA area.
There are a lot of items to consider; however, we hope to be able to provid
e the details when available.
Many of us have appreciated Ben Mohlenoff writing “Ben’s Tip Corner
” of the Recovery Zone. Ben has retired and
has elected to pass the torch. Beginning with this issue, we have a new
series from the “Travelling Troubleshooter”. We
will miss Ben and his contribution but look forward to seeing what is uncove
red as this contributor tells us of common or
even uncommon items found in plants throughout the membrane industr
y.
There are many other events being planned for the upcoming months and
you will find those listed in the newsletter.
I look forward to seeing some of you at those events. Lastly, have a safe
and enjoyable holiday season.

													
						 				
					
						 				
									Respectfully
,
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Water Treatment Plant History
Like many membrane plants in South Florida, the ROWTP was
constructed to replace a lime softening/dual media filtration water
treatment plant. The original lime plant and four eastern surficial
wells were located in Boca Raton along Dixie Highway. Water from
the lime plant in Boca Raton was pumped through a subaqueous
pipeline across the intercostal waterway to Highland Beach. Plans
to construct the ROWTP and associated Floridan Aquifer wells
began in 2001 after the South Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD) identified Highland Beach as one of 24 utilities that are “at
risk” during drought conditions at the time. SFWMD had concerns
that salt water intrusion may threaten the long-term viability of the
Town’s surficial wellfield. Because the surficial wellfield had been
designated “at-risk”, the SFWMD requested that the Town continue
to enforce the water restrictions, even after drought restrictions
were lifted for other communities. The SFWMD had indicated
that they would not permit additional water allocations from the
existing wellfield or other Surficial Aquifer wells in the nearby area.
In addition to water quantity with the lime plant, there were also
concerns about the finished water quality. The surficial wells produced
water with high organics, color, and Tri-Halomethanes (THMs).
In August 2004, the Town completed the construction of the
ROWTP and switched from a surficial aquifer to a brackish Floridan
Aquifer source of water. The lime plant and surficial wells were
abandoned once the ROWTP was commissioned. After evaluating
several options, the Town elected to construct the new ROWTP and use
the Floridan Aquifer as a raw water source. This option was selected
because it was the lowest cost alternative that provided a stable longterm water supply option and could meet new water quality regulations.

ROWTP Under Construction

Emergency Generator

The ROWTP and associated Floridan Aquifer Wells were
constructed at the Town’s municipal site in Highland Beach. The
tight municipal site houses the Town’s library, post office, building
department, town hall, fire department, as well as water and
wastewater utility service. The 300,000 ground storage tank (GST)
and 500,000 elevated storage tank (EST) were previously on the
site and were being supplied by the previous lime softening plant.
The library was constructed just east of the ROWTP after the plant
was commissioned. The original ROWTP designed by CH2M Hill
was permitted and constructed to produce a potable water flow of
2.25 mgd. The three original RO trains were rated at 0.75 mgd at
a recovery of 75 percent each. Each train was composed of a 12:6
vessel array with seven Hydranutics CPA 3 membranes in each vessel.
In 2007, the ROWTP was expanded to provide a future build out
to 3.03 mgd of potable water, by Globaltech, Inc. The original RO
trains were modified by adding four vessels to the first stage and two
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Line Slurry Feed Panel

vessels to the second stage to make a 16:8 vessel array. The modified trains were rerated for 1.0 mgd at a recovery of 75 percent
each. The Hydranautic CPA 3 membranes continued to be used. The modified RO system produces 3.0 mgd of membrane permeate
water for potable use. It can also blend up to 1% (0.03 mgd) of raw water before exceeding the regulatory limit for chlorides.
Because the additional water is not needed to meet demands and to provide the best water possible, the ROWTP currently does
not blend raw water.
The expansion included a new 1,750 KW Caterpillar backup generator equipped with an outdoor sound attenuating enclosure,
10,250 gallons above ground double wall sub-base diesel tank, and a bi-fuel conversion kit. The bi-fuel conversion kit allows the
generator to be run on solely diesel or on a combination of natural gas and diesel. The bi-fuel extends the run time on the generator
fuel tank from 7 to 14 days. The backup generator not only supplies power for the ROWTP but also for the library.
In 2018, the ROWTP added a remineralization system consisting of liquid lime and carbon dioxide feed systems to replace
a calcite reactor system. The new remineralization system provides more consistency in adding calcium and alkalinity to the
finished water. The ROWTP also replaced its Hydranautic CPA3 membrane elements with new Hydranautic CPA5_LD membrane
elements after 10 plus years of service.

Technical Transfer Workshop Update
Author: Karla Berroteran-Castellon, Village of Wellington/SEDA Technical Transfer Chair

On August 16th, SEDA offered a technical transfer workshop
titled “Operations and Maintenance of Degasifier and Scrubber
Systems”. The one day workshop was hosted by the City of
Pompano Beach at their water treatment plant and was attended
by 19 people. Instructors for the workshop were Duggan Jacobs
and Neil Gorman, both from TSC Jacobs. Duggan started the
workshop off by providing an introduction to post treatment
degasifier and scrubber systems. Design considerations
for odor control degas and scrubber systems were discussed
followed by operation of such systems. During the second
half of the workshop Neil Gorman covered topics relating to
chemical and biological odor control scrubber systems, as well
as maintenance, troubleshooting and cleaning of various odor
control scrubber systems. Both instructors incorporated actual
field experiences into their presentations which generated good
discussion among the group. Attendees had the opportunity
for hands-on training with a portable cleaning system that TSC
Jacobs brought for the class. The attendees enjoyed the hands
on component of the day, as well as the clarity of the speakers.
The classroom session ended with a plant tour of the Pompano
Beach Water Plant, given by Jason Mraz, the City’s Treatment
Plants Operations Supervisor. We would like to thank our
sponsors KCH Engineering Systems and TSC Jacobs.
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Membrane Operators Certification (MOC) Update
Author: Chris Ballard, Toray Membrane USA

The SEDA Membrane Operator Certification (MOC) School Module III for low pressure membrane systems was presented May
8th thru 10th, 2018, at the Manatee County Utilities Lake Manatee Water Treatment Plant in Bradenton, Florida. Distinguished
instructors for the course included Andrea Lima from Dow Water & Process Solutions, Jason Bailey from Avista Technologies,
Paul Biscardi from Hazen & Sawyer, and Mo Malki from American Water Chemicals. Lunch sponsors for this course were
Dow Water & Process Solutions, American Water Chemicals, and Toray Membrane USA, Inc. Material covered over the 2 ½
day course included introduction to microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration (UF) membranes, pretreatment, operating membrane
systems, troubleshooting, membrane cleaning, and data collection and normalization. Water/Wastewater Operations Specialist
for Manatee County Utilities, David Rodriguez, provided an impressive tour of the facility which was being upgraded to include
ultrafiltration membranes, giving opportunity for the class to ask additional questions to supplement the classroom instruction.
Another MOC School for the Module I introductory course to membrane systems was hosted by the Village of Wellington,
Florida on September 11th thru 13th, 2018. Lance Littrell and John Potts from Kimley-Horn & Associates joined Joe Elarde from
Jacobs Engineering Group and Mo Malki from American Water Chemicals for in-depth instruction and lunch sponsors for the two
and a half day course. Topics covered by the course included introduction to membrane processes, water supplies for membrane
systems, water chemistry, chemical treatment, post-treatment, and mechanical components of membrane systems. Village of
Wellington Water Treatment Plant Superintendent, Karla Berroteran-Castellon, provided an informative tour of the plant, which
was being prepared for a renewal and replacement project. The tour provided examples of the utilization of membrane technology
for optimizing operations to meet increasing demand and improving water quality.
At the end of each these two courses, a total of 37 participants took course examinations seeking to achieve SEDA Membrane
Operator Certification for the respective Modules. Feedback from attendees indicated they enjoyed the courses and found them
informative. An interest in expanding instruction on the topic of MF/UF operation from experienced plant operators and more
hands-on training was conveyed. Continuing education credits were awarded to attendees of both courses.
Future courses are scheduled for MOC III MF/UF membrane systmes at the University of North Carolina Coastal Studies
Institute in Wanchese, North Carolina for January 29-31st, 2019, and MOC I Introduction to Membrane Systems at the City
of Port St. Lucie, Florida in March 19-21st, 2019. SEDA also offers a Module II MOC which focuses on reverse osmosis and
nanofiltration membrane systems. Please contact SEDA’s administrator at admin@southeastdesalting.com if you are interested
in hosting or have recommendations for future MOC School locations. A minimum of 12 attendees must be registered to hold
a class so reach out to other facilities in your area to see if they are also interested. Check the Upcoming Events section of this
newsletter and the SEDA website for other SEDA events already on the calendar for 2019.

Manatee County, Lake Manatee WTP.
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Village of Wellington, FL.

SEDA Mobile App is Live!

Author: Laura Gallindo, DOW Water & Proccess Solutions, SEDA Website & Public Relations Chair

I am excited to announce that to date almost 50 SEDA
memberes have downloaded the SEDA mobile app to your smart
phones and are getting first hand updates of the goings on in the
SEDA community! If you have not downloaded the app yet,
please do! It is user friendly and interactive. “I enjoy following
the social feed to see what is going on, as well as being able
to quickly catch up on upcoming events at the calendar page,
or search for a contact at the member’s lounge’’, says Chris
Krupick, operator at The Island Water Association (Sanibel
Island, FL). He downloaded the app from the PlayStore as he
uses an Android mobile device.
To make the most of the App, the Board of Directors want the
majority of our members to get connected. We have many more
features coming up like a troubleshooting hub and marketplace
(where you will be able to find job offers), as well as preparing
an engagement program with live updates and great content for
the 2019 annual Symposium in June 2019, which will be held
in Daytona Beach, Florida.
To download you can go directly to your AppStore (for
iPhone) or PlayStore (for Androids) and type ‘‘SEDA’’ in the
search bar. You should be able to locate the app very quickly. If
not, you can request direct links to be sent via email from the
SEDA administrator: admin@southeastdesalting.com
The first time you login, ‘‘mobileapp’’ should be used as
your default password. Once logged in, you can create a new
password of your own choice and have fun! Don’t forget to use
your SEDA membership email as the app is only available for
members. Please email any feedback or suggestions regarding
the mobile app to lgallindo@dow.com.

hazenandsawyer.com
David M. Laliberte
919.833.7152
dlaliberte@hazenandsawyer.com
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2019 Symposium: Racing into Membranes
Author: David Laliberte

As we wrap-up 2018, planning of the technical program and events for the 2019 SEDA Spring Symposium are underway! The
symposium will be on the East Coast of Florida at “The Shores Resort & Spa” in Daytona Beach, Florida from June 2nd through
5th, 2019. Attendees can anticipate sunny weather, delicious food, lots of networking fun, and many opportunities for technical
exposure to membranes of all types, sizes and functions. Kicking off the Symposium, will be the Sunday evening networking
event to be held on the resort’s Ocean Terrace overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, waves crashing on shore and ocean breezes to
cool you down while you enjoy meeting with longstanding SEDA friends and establishing new SEDA relationships over drinks,
food, and membrane operation banter. The networking event will include family friendly activities, networking opportunities
with others in the water/wastewater/membrane industry, and fun festivities.
The technical portion of the Symposium kicks off on Monday morning with an opening session welcome from The City of
Daytona Beach followed by a session exploring an overview of membranes technologies. Two technical tracks will be offered
after the opening session so attendees can choose between, Back to Basics or New Technology and Applications. For those
new to membranes and those fluent in membrane technologies, the dual-track will give you the choice to best suit your current
knowledge and then expand upon it.
During Monday afternoon’s presentations you will hear from SEDA’s 2018 Plant of the Year award winners as well as the 2019
Symposium plant tour host. Presenters from the Seminole Tribe of Florida will highlight their 2018 plant of the year in the category for plants larger than 5 MGD, and Island Water Association will showcase their 2018 plant of the year in the category of
less than 5 MGD. Closing out the presentations for the first day will be the symposium plant tour host facility giving an overview
of the plant that attendees will visit on Tuesday morning.
Tuesday morning brings with it the plant tour and the much loved hands-on technical sessions. Sandwiched in between the
morning and afternoon technical session on Tuesday is the awards luncheon, when awards to SEDA’s Plants of the Year, Operator of the Year, Water Quality Person of the Year, and many others will be recognized for their contribution to SEDA and the
membrane industry.
Tuesday afternoon’s presentations will focus on operations and maintenance topics including technical applications and case
studies. The afternoon session will end with some fun as we launch a new team trivia challenge. Start getting your teams together, you can partner with co-workers, consultants and Manufactuers. Back by popular demand on Tuesday evening is the
annual, fun-poker tournament, experienced and novice players are encouraged to attend! Prizes will be awarded.
Wednesday morning’s topics will race into MF/UF membranes, iron fouling, and other innovative approaches to treatment with
membranes. The presentations will include case studies and applications from across the Country.
This is the big event of the year for SEDA! So be sure to mark your calendars and start making your plans to attend. Expand your
knowledge of membranes, receive continuing education credits, build relationships with colleagues in the industry, and relax
with family and friends on the amazing east coast of Florida, in Daytona Beach!

JLA Geosciences, Inc.
HYDROGEOLOGIC CONSULTANTS
1907 Commerce Lane, Suite 104
Jupiter, Florida 33458
Phone: (561) 746-0228
www.jlageosciences.com
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Member Spotlight
1. How long have you been a member of SEDA? I joined
shortly after we started JLA Geosciences in 2003.
2. Why did you join SEDA? I have always been “the well guy”
and as time has gone by, more and more of the wells we designed were
supplying membrane based water treatment plants. I felt that I needed
to understand more about membrane treatment so that we could design
and construct wells that produced water appropriate for membranes.
3. What is something that you have gained/or hope to gain
by being a member of SEDA? First of all, through my membership
with SEDA, I have been so fortunate to gain many friendships and
working relationships that are all woven with the common thread of
membranes. This is a unique worldwide industry that is spoken in
many languages and measured in many different units, but we all speak
a common membrane language. SEDA and my working relationships
through SEDA, have helped me to learn a little of this language so that
I can better communicate my field of expertise (wells and raw water
supply) to water plant operators. As a follow up to the last question,
that’s why I am involved with SEDA today.
4. How did you get involved in the Water or Wastewater
Industry? As a geologist in the flat state of Florida without mountains,
I learned that I could see our very cool geology by drilling underground.
When I graduated from Florida Atlantic University in 1985 I began
working with a water resources consulting firm in southwest Florida
that developed wells for water supply. With over 90 percent of our
drinking water in the state of Florida coming from groundwater, it
was inevitable that my work would lead to this industry, and I am so
thankful that it happened.

Jim Andersen

5. What is the most recent book you have read or concert you
have been to? I recently visited a longtime friend, hydrogeologist and
fishing buddy in Chama, New Mexico and he loaned me “The Secret
Knowledge of Water” by Craig Childs. Its kind of a memoir of the
author’s amazing journeys in the desert in search of water. On the
cover it reads… [There Are Two Easy Ways to Die in the Desert: Thirst
and Drowning] For those who love water and its true value, I highly
recommend this book!

6. What activities do you enjoy in your free time? I am a Palm Beach Masters swimmer and like to swim with their
program in Jupiter early every morning. It’s a great way to start the day. When we get time off, my wife and I love heading to the
mountains and hiking trails to the tops of the peaks.
Jim Andersen, P.G.
Principal Hydrogeologist
JLA Geosciences, Inc.
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Membrane Autopsy Workshop
Author: Mo Malki, American Water Chemicals

On Thursday, November 1st SEDA held a Membrane Autopsy workshop at American Water Chemicals’ laboratory facility.
This was a hands-on workshop that allowed attendees to witness each part of the membrane autopsy process and gain a deeper
understanding of the valuable information that can be gathered. The workshop had an excellent turnout with 24 attendees.
The morning started with Mo Malki giving a 90 minute slide presentation discussing the various membrane autopsy tests
that would be covered in more detail during the hands-on portion of the class. The presentation described each process and
provided examples of how multiple and different tests could be combined to lead to a conclusion.
Kirk Lai, of Hydranautics, then unraveled an 8” reverse osmosis element and explained each of the different parts of the
membrane, as well as the flow path of water from feed entrance to permeate exit. This was an essential introduction to put the
remaining sessions into context.
After a short break, the attendees broke out into 3 groups of 8 for a morning hands-on session consisting of three stations
as follows.
Station 1:

Performance testing and integrity testing of membrane elements – Speakers: Kirk Lai and Mo Malki

Kirk explained how integrity testing is performed, and allowed attendees to perform an integrity test on a membrane that
showed clear signs of telescoping. Each attendee was asked to record their observations. Mo Malki led the group through a
performance test and asked each attendee to record the readings at the testing station. A bucket test was then performed and
compared to the flowmeters to show how even a small variation in flowmeter accuracy can completely change the calculated
permeability for a membrane. The group then proceeded into a classroom setting where they were shown how changes such as
test solution, temperature, pressure, feed spacer height and measured flow rates can impact performance calculations for both
salt rejection and permeability.
Station 2:

Visual inspection of unraveled membrane elements – Speaker: Josh Utter (AWC)

Josh showed various examples of unraveled membrane elements. He showed membranes with chemical damage, mechanical
damage (such as delamination), fouling and scaling. He clarified how visual inspection can provide a lot of valuable information
but is not sufficient alone to fully diagnose a membrane.
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Station 3:

Foulant collection and chemical solubility tests – Speaker: Vana Abbas (AWC)

Vana started out by showing attendees the importance of sample collection techniques from the membrane surface. She
allowed the attendees to attempt collection on their own to show how the membrane could actually be damaged when the process
is not properly performed. The attendees then added the various foulant into vials and observed reactions when exposed to
different chemicals. Some foulants dissolved in acid while others only dispersed in caustic solutions. Testing for humic acids and
other Natural Organic Matter (NOM) was also discussed and examples were shown.
Vana then went on to explain the Fujiwara test that is commonly used to determine whether a membrane has been exposed to
halogens such as chlorine. She compared the same sample of membrane that failed a Fujiwara to a dye test that did not fail – this
showed that a loss in salt rejection did not necessarily translate to a loss in rejection of uncharged organic foulants.
A barbeque lunch was served and after lunch, an afternoon session of hands-on training continued.
Station 1: Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) for inorganic foulant
identification – Speaker: Vana Abbas
Vana allowed the attendees to load samples into the SEM and to operate it. She showed them how to focus and acquire
elemental data as well as to gather elemental maps through Prismatic Elemental Delineation and Superimposed Elemental
Imaging. The attendees were able to determine the carat rating of a piece of gold jewelry as a first example. Next, a membrane
sample was loaded, and the attendees had to determine the type of scaling or fouling that was present on the surface.
Station 2:

Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy (FTIR) and Contact Angle Testing – Speaker: Josh Utter

Josh explained how contact angle testing can be used to determine the hydrophobicity of a foulant or scale. Certain foulants
can be hydrophobic or hydrophilic, and contact angle is a very useful tool when the foulants are invisible, cannot be identified
using typical autopsy instrumentation, or deposit in a layer that is too thin for standard collection methods. He allowed the
attendees to perform the sessile drop test so they could understand the surface wetting characteristics of different samples.
Josh then allowed attendees to load samples of foulant onto the ATR-FTIR for analysis. When the library showed matches
to hundreds of different chemicals, he went on to explain how pure samples used for comparison can differ significantly from
mixtures found in common foulants. He then showed how each peak was associated with a specific chemical bond, so information
about a foulant could be gathered even when library matches were ambiguous.
Station 3:

Flat-sheet cell testing and dye testing – Speakers: Kirk Lai and Mo Malki

The attendees were shown how samples of membrane along the flow path can be tested individually for permeability and salt
rejection. The universal nature of these calculations was explained in showing how a full element could be directly compared to
a small sheet of membrane. Mo Malki explained why it was essential to clean membrane coupons before making a determination
of their salt rejection, and how full element testing alone could be misleading when an element is fouled. Most importantly, the
attendees witnessed a test firsthand so they could appreciate the slow and tedious nature of this type of procedure, and the effort
required to gather the valuable performance data. The dye testing procedure was also explained, which linked back to samples
shown during the morning session. Kirk Lai discussed the importance of sample handling to prevent damage to the membrane
coupons prior to testing and even during testing.
The day ended with a one hour presentation by Mo Malki discussing 3 different case studies in which all the various autopsy
techniques were used. He went on to explain how each individual test could sometimes provide ambiguous or inconclusive
results, but how a combination of multiple tests would fill in the gaps and provide a complete story about the membrane’s
condition and how the membrane failure may have occurred.
Overall, the workshop received excellent feedback and enthusiasm. SEDA plans to repeat this workshop in the future.
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RO Pressure Vessels – The Face of the RO Industry
Author: Richard Chmielewski, Product Manager for Protec-Arisawa

When one imagines an RO system, the picture in the mind’s eye, is that of the long horizontal, usually white pressure vessel.
While you cannot see the RO membrane, what you do see are the Pressure Vessels which contain the RO membranes.
Today, most RO membranes are housed in Fiberglass Reinforced (FRP) pressure vessels, specifically manufactured to contain
the membranes and withstand the high pressures required by today’s RO membranes. These are not simply plastic pipes but
rigoursly designed, and manufactured pressure vessels. These are often designed, manufactured and tested to stringent ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code requirements. The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code has a specific section for FRP
pressure vessels, Section X. The Section X required each manufacturer to qualify a vessel by first performing a 100,000 cycle
hydrostatic test going from zero to design pressure, all done at elevated temperature of 150 °F, (above the operating limits of all
RO current membranes) and then doing a destructive test on the pressure cycled vessel. The vessel is subjected to increasing
pressure until failure. To qualify to have the ASME Code plate, the vessel must not leak during the cycle test and must
successfully achieve a safety factor six times (6X) the vessel’s Design Pressure. In addition, each of the critical raw materials
must be identified and the method of production documented. Each facility which applies the ASME Code Plate undergoes an
audit by the ASME every 5 years. Each step in the design, production and testing of the vessels is reviewed by the ASME audit
committee.
For example the Carlsbad Desalination Facility, the largest Desalination RO system in the Western Hemisphere contains more
than 2,200 RO pressure vessels with Design Pressure of 1,200 PSI. These vessels were qualified under ASME’s Section X and
operated above 7,200 PSI before failure. Vessels manufactured with the ASME Code Plate all have gone through this rigors’
qualification testing and each vessel is hydrostatically tested before the Code Plate is applied.
Today’s RO vessels are available in a range of pressure ratings depending on the membranes being used and the type of water
being treated. Sea water has high osmotic pressure (~400 PSI) so that high operating pressures are required to overcome the
osmotic pressures developed in the concentrate stream. Other common pressure ratings are 300, 450, 600 and 1,000 PSI. Newly
developed higher pressure ratings (up to 1,800 PSI) are now available.
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FRP pressure vessels are produced from spools of fiberglass fiber and held together by a specific grade of epoxy resin which
is cured at elevated temperatures. The manufacturing process is computer controlled with each strand of glass fiber placed at a
specific location and orientation to achieve optimum strength. The glass fibers and resin mixture is wound around a precision
machined mandrill which accounts for the perfectly circular, defect free interior of today’s RO vessels. The vessels are often
painted white to reduce light transmission through the vessel to minimize growth of algae and other biological concerns.
Owners of RO systems should understand the important safety implications implied by the ASME Code. Owners and their
Engineers should insist on vessels which are designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with ASME Section X. Generally
there is a nominal fee to obtain the ASME Section X Code Plate which is affixed to the vessel once manufacturing and testing is
complete.
In our current global economy, RO vessels are available from foreign suppliers, some with ASME Code Certification and
many without. Only one Company in the Western Hemisphere manufactures RO pressure vessels complying with the stringent
ASME Section X requirements. Protec-Arisawa American manufactures these high quality RO vessels in its Vista, California
location as well as in Mungia, Spain and in Japan.
The next time you see an RO system know that a lot of the engineering has gone into the design and production of the pressure
vessels which have become “The Face of the RO Industry”. And yes vessels are available in colors other than white!
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Operational Challenges for RO Treatment Systems
with Iron Containing Feedwaters
Authors: Nagham Najeeb, Technical Support Engineer, and Sara Pietsch, Director of Research and Laboratory, Avista Technologies

Iron is the fourth most abundant element in Earth’s crust following oxygen, aluminum and silica (livescience.com). As iron
ore is exposed to groundwater it is dissolved into solution. Iron exists in many different oxidation states with the two most
common encountered in the water treatment industry being ferrous (Fe+2) and ferric (Fe+3).
Ferrous (Fe+2) iron exists naturally in anaerobic (oxygen-deprived) well and waste waters. Ferrous iron is in the dissolved
state and is colorless. In contrast, ferric (Fe+3) iron is insoluble and has an orange color in aqueous solutions. Even when
ferrous is present in high amounts in RO feedwaters (> 4 ppm), it is highly rejected by the membranes and does not cause
fouling. However, ferrous iron can cause fouling when it is oxidized and transformed to ferric iron. These two types of iron can
present different challenges during RO membrane system operation.

A recent observation of multiple anaerobic systems treating well waters containing ferrous iron showed that the oxidation of
ferrous to ferric by exposure to air inside the RO system led to polyamide membrane damage. This observation was supported
by a laboratory research study at Avista Technologies that confirmed membrane damage (A Study of Iron Redox Reactions and
Associated Irreversible Damage within Reverse Osmosis Systems-Sara Pietsch, Avista Technologies). The study found that
when iron sulfide reacts with oxygen at the membrane interface, damage occurs causing severe, irreversible loss in membrane
rejection.
The first case study is from an anaerobic nanofiltration system that uses deep well feedwater. The system had stable
performance for six years without cleaning. The pretreatment consisted of cartridge filters and antiscalant dosing.
After six years of operation, a slight drop in normalized permeate flow initiated the first cleaning cycle. The cartridge filters
were reported to be fouled with black-colored material. Following the cleaning cycle, membrane rejection decreased from 98%
to 91%. When the elements were removed from the system for inspection, the operators reported that the outer casing of the
membranes were also coated with black-colored foulant material. When the membranes were received at Avista Technologies
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for dissection and analysis, the material coating the outer casing was orange. This observation suggested that the black material
had oxidized to form the orange material.
Four elements were pulled from the system based on onsite probing. The elements received were from Position 1 and 2 of the
1st stage and Position 2 and 7 of the 2nd stage. Wet testing of these elements showed rejection loss in element Position 2 of the
1st stage.
Dissection of the Position 2, 1st Stage element revealed orange-colored foulant material, which is commonly associated with
iron. However, most iron fouled membranes don’t exhibit severe loss in rejection. Additionally, the orange material observed on
the dissected element could not be scraped from the membrane surface, which is uncommon for other types of iron fouling.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) imaging was used to observe the topography of the membrane. The SEM images
revealed distinct “spots” on the membrane which lacked the usual texture of a polyamide thin-film membrane.
With the results of the autopsy, a thorough investigation of the phenomenon was recreated in the lab by oxidizing anaerobic
iron sulfide to iron oxide at the membrane interface in a membrane cell tester. Additionally, a search through iron fouled systems
not experiencing damage found that when oxygen entered the system through the well head or another location upstream of the
RO system, the membranes were not damaged. Whereas, other sites in which oxygen was syphoned back into the RO system,
either through the concentrate or permeate lines, displayed irreversible fouling and damage to the tail elements closest to the air
incursion event. This suggested the oxygenation event occurred within the RO system (in situ) and not in the upstream processes.
Some helpful tips for maintaining an anaerobic system include inspecting the cartridge filter seals, high-pressure pump, booster
pump and any other areas where air could be introduced to the membrane system and start the oxidation process.
Ferric (Fe+3) iron is iron that has already precipitated upon exposure to an oxidant (e.g. air, chlorine, etc.) and is usually orange
or black in color. Ferric iron can cause membrane fouling even when present in low amounts (~0.1 ppm) in RO feedwaters. This
fouling is often observed in the first stage of the RO and is often trapped in those membranes because they are the first that
precipitated iron comes into contact with. Common symptoms of ferric iron fouling include an increase in differential pressure
and loss of flow. Often orange or black-colored material is visible on the membrane scroll ends. Additionally, frequent replacement
of pretreatment filters such as bag and cartridge filters occur. Fortunately, iron fouling can be removed from the membrane using
low-pH cleaners. When caught early, iron fouling can be reversed. However, if the problem is ignored, irreversible physical
damages such as shifting of the internal components (telescoping), feed spacer extrusion, compaction (damage caused by high
operating pressures) or damage from the reaction of oxidizers (i.e. chlorine) and iron can occur. Additionally, particulate material
can lead to abrasion of the membrane surface.
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Case Study: Aerobic RO Treatment System
A municipal site running on well water had a history of biological fouling issues in their break tank. The well water contained
ferrous iron that was being removed by a set of greensand filters. Chlorine was injected ahead of the break tank to control the
biological fouling happening inside the tank. Sodium bisulfite was injected to remove any residual chlorine before reaching the
RO membranes. The RO system was also protected by a set of 5-micron cartridge filters.

The cartridge filters were replaced every two weeks because they were fouling with orange-colored material. Additionally,
high differential pressure was observed in the first stage of the RO system. The site sent the first three elements from the first stage
for individual performance testing at the Avista facility.
The individual element wet test results determined which elements were most affected by the fouling problem. The differential
pressure (∆P) was highest in element Position 1 of the 1st Stage, as suspected. The flows of the first three elements in the system
were consistent with about half of their original performance. The rejection rate of the three membranes was slightly below
normal. The lead element, which was the worst performer, was selected for autopsy.
The membrane weighed 40 pounds, as compared to new elements which typically weigh 30 to 35 pounds. This indicates 5-10
extra pounds of mass inside of the element, blocking the channels and leading to decreases in permeate flow. Increased weights
are often associated with elevated differential pressures. Dissection of the element revealed that the exposed membrane surfaces
were coated with granular, orange-colored foulant which could be easily scraped from the membrane surfaces.
A comprehensive foulant analysis that included SEM imaging confirmed that the foulant material was primarily ferric iron.
The images displayed granular foulant material coating the entire membrane surface. Unique spots indicative of membrane
damage were not observed on this membrane surface. This observation hinted that the iron oxidation reaction happened outside
of the RO system.
After receiving the autopsy results, a site visit was performed to find the source of ferric iron. The visit consisted of measuring
iron concentrations at different points in the system as well as testing for both ferrous and ferric iron onsite. The visit results
revealed that the greensand filters were not completely removing the ferrous iron. The residual ferrous iron was oxidized by
chlorine injected before the break tank to control the organic fouling and ended up fouling the downstream cartridge filters and the
RO membranes. As a preventative measure, the green sand filters were regenerated and regular monitoring of iron concentration
out of the green sand filters was initiated.
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Conclusion
Iron in feedwater is a major challenge for RO system operation whether it is in the ferrous or ferric state. Ferrous iron is highly
rejected by the RO membranes and does not typically cause fouling; however, when ferrous iron is oxidized to ferric iron at the
membrane surface, severe and irreversible membrane damage can occur. Regular inspection of the cartridge filter seals, highpressure pump, booster pump and any other areas where air could be introduced to the membrane system and start the oxidation
process is recommended to maintain an anaerobic environment. This will protect the polyamide membranes from the damage
caused by the oxidation reactions of iron.
Ferric iron is highly rejected by the RO membranes but in many cases can lead to membrane fouling. The fouling is mostly
observed by significant increases in ∆P across the lead elements in the 1st stage of the RO system, and loss of normalized
permeate flow. Frequent cartridge filters replacements is also a problem that systems experience due to ferric iron fouling. The
main method of protecting the RO system from iron fouling is removing the iron foulant with proper pretreatment equipment.
Monitoring and maintaining the pretreatment system is crucial for the health and long-term productivity of the RO membranes.
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Membrane Antiscalants
Membrane Cleaning Chemicals • Membrane Autopsies

Perfecting the Science of Membrane Treatment
www.membranechemicals.com
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The Traveling Troubleshooter
“I’d like a shot of your best bourbon and a pitcher of beer”, addressing the approaching bartender, barely
audible but with intent. Stubbs Gripschtik sat motionless, transfixed on the wood grain of the bar, waiting for
his small glass of bourbon and a cold brew.
It had not been a very successful day at the RO Plant. Once again, he came up short. No conclusion. No
win. He drifted off into weighty thought.
The interpretation of the information gathered during the day did not provide a solution to the current issues.
Only guesses. Two units, identical, and completely independent, heading for Crash City. The data pointed to
the concentrate end of both units, but cause or symptom, he didn’t know.
“Yo!”, the bartender said setting down the order, “Anything else? Sir?” Stubbs looked at the shot glass, then
the pitcher. “Unbelievable,” was all that slipped out. He knew the order wasn’t right.
Stubbs stuck his finger in the pitcher and took a taste, Bourbon. An irrepressible grin captured his face. He
had figured out the cause of the units issues. Now he needed to see the symptoms, the proof. He downed the
shot of beer and raced back to the water plant.
Rushing into the Control Room Stubbs hollered, “Hellooooo!” Chief Ops Coolwater looked up from behind
the immense touch screen. “Had to shut both of them down…” Before Coolwater had a chance to continue,
Stubbs cut him off, “Sweet! Keep them off-line for a few. I’m going to take a couple of end caps off the
concentrate side and have a look.”
“Indeed”, Stubbs mumbled to himself as he looked inside the vessels, “Unit #1 is like beer in a shot
glass, not enough to do the job. Unit #2 is like a pitcher full…of….”, trailing off to silence, then quickly to
Coolwater, “Chief, better get in here!”
Unit #1 - A shot of scale inhibitor when you needed a pitcher full.
Unit #2 - A pitcher full of scale inhibitor…. you get the picture.
Gripschtik-y Note:
Check and confirm chemical feed pump dosage rates with
an appropriate procedure and calibrated drawdown apparatus
on a regular schedule.

Unit #1

Unit #2
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1.
2.
3.

SEDA QUIZ

4.

5.

6. There is a severe thunderstorm going on outside at the plant,
how can you work safely:
A. You are safe as long as you stay inside
Is working in a Membrane Water Treatment Plant safer then
B. Wear your earplugs to protect your hearing because the
working in a Lime Softening Plant of the same capacity and if
thunder is extremely loud
so, why:
C. This is a good time to catch up on paperwork in the
A. Yes, because all the equipment is sealed up and you don’t
office
see any water
D. Continue collecting water samples from different
B. No, the same type of hazards exist
locations in the plant
C. Yes, because everything is automated, you never leave
7. You can work safely in the lab by doing one of the
the control room
following::
D. No, because there are more people working there
A. Never work alone
When entering a chemical storage room you discover an
B. Wearing the appropriate PPE, ie: apron, gloves, safety
unknown liquid on the floor, how do you respond:
glasses and steel toed boots
A. Get a mop, bucket, and mop it up so no one slips and
C. Following equipment manufacturers instructions
falls. Be safe by putting out a “Wet Floor” sign
D. Following your facility safety policy and procedures for
B. Assume it is a hazardous chemical and immediately
the onsite lab
contact the SWP and NRC
8. The plant has many different kinds of electrical equipment,
C. Determine if something is leaking, immediately leave
how can you be safe:
the room and get help, then contact your supervisor for
A.
Familiarize yourself with the equipment and the
direction
consequences of working on it if you are not qualified
D. Record the quantity of chemical in the drum, confirm the
B.
Become qualified to work on the equipment through
chemical pump setting is correct and go to lunch
training and coursework
The bulk chemical delivery truck shows up and the driver is
C. Realize it is too dangerous to work at this facility and
about to begin the delivery process, what should the chemical
find other employment
delivery standard operating practice (SOP) include:
D. a) and b)
A. No delivery without an operator verifying the chemical
9. Membrane Treatment plant employees are exposed to
with the COA and the chemical tank being delivered to
elevated noise levels for part of their day, who is responsible
B. The driver and operator have the appropriate PPE on
for protecting the employees hearing:
C. Another operator knows of the chemical being delivered
A.
The employee
D. All the above
B. OSHA
You are about to open up a pressure vessel to remove a
C. FDA
membrane element for autopsy, in order to work safely what
D. The employer
should you do first:
10. A hurricane is on the way, you are told to plan on staying at
A. Lock out-tag out the feed pump for that train
the plant during the storm. How do you respond:
B. Bleed any resident pressure from the train and vessel to
A.
Determine in advance what category hurricane the
be opened
facility is rated for
C. Prepare a bag to package the element in for shipping
B.
Find out the consequence of not staying if you don’t feel
D. Determine which element should be pulled for autopsy
safe
You are going to record chemical levels from the bulk storage
C. Find a safe location for your family, evacuate if told to
tanks and day tanks. It will only take a couple of minutes,
do so by local emergency management
how can you do it safely:
D. All the above
A. Only walk on the sidewalk, there may be a snake in the
grass
B. Wear appropriate PPE for the chemicals in the tanks
C. Accurately record the level measurement
D. Have another operator go with you
By: Brian Matthews, City of Palm Coast

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Answers can be found on the SEDA website at
http://www.southeastdesalting.com/members-only/quiz/
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Legislative Update
Author: Pierre Vignier, City of Port St. Lucie/SEDA Legislative Chair

This legislative update briefs on the Florida House and Senate bills (HB 1149 and SB 1308) that sought to enable the State
environmentalist committees to redefine the use of reclaimed water to recharge Florida’s drinking water aquifer supplies. The
bills were to enable further use of reclaimed water to replenish Florida’s fresh water aquifers and as a measure to prevent saltwater intrusion, rather than the current recharge methods of irrigation, agricultural applications, or discharge to surface water
which indirectly recharges groundwaters. The final bill was
vetoed by Florida’s Governor in April 2018 based on the
need for further clarification and protection of our aquifers
In opposition, water conservation advocacies and environmentalist groups called this “the Dirty Water Bill of 2018”,
meaning that the reclaimed product water can harm Florida’s
precious aquifer supplies and that water conservation is a
better method to sustain Florida’s future population growth.
Your SEDA Board of Directors is following this legislation
closely as it impacts our membership and the treatment technologies of our industry. The Board has formed an ad hoc
committee to track, review and report to the Board regarding
this legislation’s return to the 2018/2019 legislative session.
The Ad-hoc Committee will be seeking to partner with other
associations to advocate and educate legislative officials and
the public regarding reclaimed water recharge.
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Welcome New Members
MARIUS FRY

JAMES A. BAUER
LASHAWRN COCHRANE
CITY OF HOLLYWOOD

MICHAEL A. DELGUZZI

VILLAGE OF TEQUESTA WATER

JEFF DOHERTY
TOWN OF JUPITER

BRIAN A. DUCUIA

CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE

BRIAN GLOVER
H. C. WARNER, INC.

DAVID GONZALEZ
CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE

JAMES KASPRICK

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

JONATHAN MCCARTHY
REISS ENGINEERING

CHASE SPARKMAN

PHILLIP HORNE

AMERICAN WATER ACCIONA AGUA LLC

LOCKSLEY A. JOHNSON

VILLAGE OF WELLINGTON

CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE

BRENT A. WATSON

CITY OF CLEARWATER

TOWN OF JUPITER

BRIAN A. FINNERAN

CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE
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KARL THOMPSON

TOWN OF MANALAPAN

SEDA Training and Events Schedule
December 4th, 2018
Tuesday
Membrane Systems and Normalization
Workshop
Village of Wellington, FL

RMA

GeoLogic Consultants, Inc.

Providing expertise, experience, and quality, timely, cost-effective services
ï Wellfield Design and Development
ï Reverse Osmosis Water Supply
ï Wastewater Disposal
ï Deep Well Injection Services
ï Water Use Permitting
ï Aquifer Storage and Recovery
ï Impact Modeling
ï Watershed and Wellfield Protection Studies
ï Wellfield Rehabilitations
ï Regulatory Compliance
www.rma-geologic.com
12771 World Plaza Lane, Building 87, Suite 1
Tel: (239) 415-1818

January 24th, 2019
Thursday
AMTA/SEDA Joint Workshop
Ceramic Membranes
Town of Jupiter, FL
January 29th-31st, 2019
Tuesday - Thursday
MOC III - MF/UF Systems
UNC Coastal Institute Wanchese, NC

info@rma-geologic.com
Ft. Myers, FL 33907

Membership renewals have
been mailed, please respond
by February 12th to avoid a
laspe in your membership
benefits and avoid late fees.

January 31st, 2019
Thursday
SCADA/PLC Workshop
City of Cape Coral, FL

June 2nd-5th, 2019
Sunday - Wednesday
2019 Spring Symposium
Daytona Beach, FL
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354 NW Alice Ave
Stuart, FL 34994
P: 772-781-7698
F: 772-781-4240
Email: admin@southeastdesalting.com
Web: www.southeastdesalting.com
Dedicated to the improvement of water supplies
through desalination and other water sciences.
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